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This booklet contains the ideas shared by the 
community for a lasting, fitting and permanent 
memorial to the tragic events of the Shoreham 
Airshow.  The ideas have been arranged according 
to common features for ease of viewing, and each 
individual idea sent in has been given a short précis 
as an example of what could be achieved.

At this point, we are asking the families of those who lost their lives, alongside 
representatives from the local community, to consider the types of idea suggested;  
this isn’t a time to make a decision on the exact form of a lasting memorial - instead 
it’s an opportunity to select the type of memorial that feels most appropriate.

Please take this booklet and discuss the different opportunities with your  
friends and family members, letting us know by Friday 15 January which  
are your preferred five options.  You can let us know by visiting  
 www.ShorehamRemembers.org/memorial 

Once you have shared your thoughts, a smaller shortlist will be created from  
areas of agreement between the families and community representatives.   
This shortlist will be assessed for feasibility before the general public are asked 
to share their preference for the type of memorial which is most fitting for the 
community.  

By the end of March 2016 we anticipate that this process will be complete and  
we can move even more positively forward, together, to decide on how the  
finished memorial will look.

If you have any comments or questions about this process please don’t hesitate  
to contact me.

With best wishes

Neil Hopkins
Head of Communications - Adur & Worthing Councils

Neil.Hopkins@adur-worthing.gov.uk
07909 688132
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The ideas shared by the community have been grouped together 
according to their type for ease of viewing and consideration.

Artworks  4

Benches 5

Bursaries 6

Garden or Park space 7

Light installation 8

Memorial Walk 9

Planters 10

Plaque 11

Tollbridge Name 12 

Trees  13

Sites 14
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ARTWORKS

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

Many suggestions for meaningful works of art have been shared by the community.  

•  A bow-covered tree •  Sculptures in different 
forms including metal or 
ceramic flowers, a statue 
commemorating the 
memory of the tragic event, 
an abstract image of a tree 
with leaves referencing 
the cards left on the Old 
Tollbridge or something 
that references the unique 
shape of the Tollbridge when 
viewed from above

•  Paintings including larks 
above the Downs or 
individual paintings from 
different artists. These could 
be donated to the families 
and images could be used for 
a fundraising calendar

•  A wall of coloured glass that 
would send a rainbow of light 
over the Old Tollbridge

•  A stone memorial with the 
names of those who died 
on it
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BENCHES
The idea of having somewhere to sit quietly and reflect has come through strongly from the community.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  11 benches placed around the 
memorial walk path, either 
with plaques or specifically 
designed as artworks in their 
own right

•  Transforming two ‘pill boxes’ 
between the rail bridge and 
the Old Tollbridge into quiet 
seating areas
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BURSARIES
One theme that has been suggested by the community is a ‘living’ memorial, perhaps in the form of a bursary.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  An ongoing bursary for local 
students to study matters 
relating to the local area and 
aviation
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GARDEN OR PARK SPACE
Enhancing the idea of a space for quiet reflection has been a number of suggestions for a garden or peace park.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  Establishing a remembrance 
garden at the northern end 
of the airport site, near to 
where the tragic events 
occured, with plaques to 
remember those who lost 
their lives

•  Creating a peaceful space 
with plaques, benches 
and trees near to the Old 
Tollbridge

•  A cairn, or similar, 
surrounded by benches, 
trees and flowers
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LIGHT INSTALLATION
Light is often used as a metaphor to remember significant events or those who have lost their lives.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  Using 11 small wind turbines 
to power 11 small energy 
efficient lights, within sight 
of the Old Tollbridge
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MEMORIAL WALK
This was one of the first ideas to arise from the community and has been raised again in the public invitation for ideas.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  The suggested circular route 
would begin at the Adur 
Recreation Ground, move 
up the east bank of the river 
to the Old Tollbridge before 
returning southwards down 
the western bank of the river

•  Seating could be provided on 
the old pillboxes on the east 
bank and a garden/small park 
could be developed at the 
southern end
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PLANTERS
Flowers and plants can be a lasting way to commemorate tragic events.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  Planters being used on or 
near the Old Tollbridge
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PLAQUES
Plaques are a traditional way to share the story of an event and keep the names of those who lost their lives displayed.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  Creating a plaque on the Old 
Tollbridge to those who lost 
their lives and an adjacent 
one to those who worked at 
the scene (and in the weeks 
following) so that the two 
memories remain together

•  Creating a plaque or 
memorial stone on Mill Hill 
looking down over the area
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TOLLBRIDGE NAME
An early suggestion was to consider renaming the Old Tollbridge to something reflecting the tragic event.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  The specific suggestion 
shared has been to consider 
‘The Bridge of Flowers’
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TREES
Planting trees can provide a space for shaded, quiet reflection as well as a tangible living memorial.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•   11 trees planted (with or 
without plaques) at the 
northern end of the airport 
site near to where the 
tragedy occurred

•  Working with the Tree for 
a Child campaign to involve 
young people in planting this 
memorial
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SITES
A number of suggestions have been shared for where a memorial could be placed.

SPECIFIC IDEAS HAVE INCLUDED:

•  Mill Hill - looking down  
over the whole area and  
out to the sea

•  A site near to the airport 
terminal

•  Sites near to the Old 
Tollbridge

A number of suggestions 
have been shared which 
recognise the importance 
of the Old Tollbridge to the 
memory of the event, but 
suggest that it wouldn’t be the 
most appropriate place for a 
permanent memorial 

The Old Tollbridge is a specific 
part of Shoreham’s history 
and there have been some 
opinions expressed that the 
Grade II* protected structure 
wouldn’t be the best sole focus 
for any memorial
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These ideas have been shared in the spirit of creating the most 
fitting tribute not only to those who lost their lives in the Shoreham 

Airshow Tragedy, but also to the actions of the first response 
agencies and wider communities who came together with such 

solidarity in the days and weeks that followed.

In this part of the process we are asking for you to let  
us know which type of idea you feel would represent the  

most fitting tribute.  To share your preferences please visit 
www.ShorehamRemembers.org/memorial 

by Friday 15th January.  After this date all of the views will be  
taken into consideration to create a short list of 3 - 5 types  

of idea, which will then be investigated further.
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